The isolated neutral network isolation resistance is often affected by the lightning discharge surge to the line cables or towers. Several overvoltage waves are maid at the moment of the lightning discharge surge. It is dangerous for the devices because at the very short time period the isolation of the device is affected by the surge impact twice or even more. The analysis of the experimentally registered lightning discharge induced overvoltage transients effect from the lightning influence to the power line till the power line disconnection were analyzed in this work. Estimation of the overvoltage characteristics to the isolation resistance was made.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to various commutation or side effects the voltage in power line during transients could increase permissible operating limit. Such voltage increase (overvoltage) is dangerous for the reliable work of device isolation. The level of the overvoltage depends on its source. Transients in the power line could originate from -switching commutations, short circuit disconnection, formation resonance or Ferro resonance. A high-risk overvoltage in the isolated neutral networks could be created by the lightning strike to the closest towers. A lightning surge is covered by the current flow through the substation overvoltage arresters. Overvoltage size depends upon power line length, configuration, structure, workload and voltage level in the line. Peak level of the overvoltage is determined experimentally, by registration, or modeling transient calculations for the various isolated neutral network workmodes. Measurements of the 10kV isolated neutral network voltage transformers, which are affected by the single phase fault and overvoltage, was performed in this work. The measurements where made at four 110/10kV substations. It was made analysis of the registered short transients in 10kV power network which affect device isolation resistance. Transient's character and their impact for the 10kV voltage transformer isolation resistance was determined.
II. THE EVALUATION OF OVERVOLTAGE EXPOSURE LIMIT VALUES AND DURATION
The isolation resource use characteristic can be arranged in accordance with the integral overvoltage impact characteristics, including its duration in the entire overvoltage operating range.
The marginal overvoltage exposure characteristics are divided in three areas. The zones are separated according to the test voltages (Fig. 1) . Registrations where made in those 10kV substation where were registered a power line break -downs affected by overvoltage. A recorder was connected in the 10kV isolated neutral network. Registration leased for the three weeks. It was registered several overvoltage transients of the lightning strike to the power line.
IV. OVERVOLTAGE REGISTRATION INDUCED BY THE LIGHTNING

SURGE
It was registered full overvoltage transient event induced by the lightning surge. After the main lightning surge repeated surge impulses mostly forms after 0.03 -0.05 sec, with their own suddenly settled leaders. We can count from 2 -3 till 10, very rare -even more repeated surge impulses during 1 second [1] . During experimental recordings full event was registered from the first lightning surge overvoltage till the power line disconnection. Two -phase short circuit was formed in the power lines, which overgrow to the three -phase short circuit after the second impulse made by a lightning surge overvoltage. Full multifold surge induced transient oscillogram shown in Fig. 4 . A registered event length lasts 1.1 sec. During lightning surge it was formed 7 current peaks to the power line.
Voltage dips in phases and neutral where induced by the first current peak of a lightning surge. Two -phase short circuit was formed after induced overvoltage of the first lightning surge impulse (Fig. 5) . After 59 ms the second lightning impulse was registered in the event again (Fig. 6 ). An induced overvoltage in the phase reduces till 18kV and in the neutral shift voltage reduces till 25kV. Two -phase short circuit in the power line overgrow to the three -phase short circuit after the second lightning current impulse. By the process character at the short -circuit place it can be noticed, that till the second lightning current impulse, the electric arc was keeping -on. rises only till 13kV. The voltage level had more influence to the power line during this lightning surge impulse. Following lightning surge current impulses occurred after 36 ms, after 111 ms, after 47 ms and after 38 ms (Fig. 7) . Whole lightning surge impact to the power line lasts for 395 ms. After 1 sec, the lightning surge induced overvoltage process results short -circuit, upshot of it the affected power line was disconnected. Disconnection process is shown in Fig. 8 . Voltage shift on neutral, impacted by the lightning surge current, was quite great. During the first impulse neutral voltage shift reaches 30kV at the start of the power line and quite expeditiously sinks because in the lightning strike place one phase fault overpass to the three -phase short -circuit.
VI. OVERVOLTAGE IMPACT INTEGRAL CHARACTERISTICS
In order to monitor the isolation resource use during overvoltage it is necessary to register overvoltage level and its duration.
The overvoltage impact characteristic registration data during short term single phase earth fault in the insulated neutral 10kV network is given in the figure 14. The overvoltage impact integral characteristic during this fault is given in figure 15 . The overvoltage impact integral characteristic during full multifold surge induced transient for the oscillogram given in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 16 . 
